
Abstract
Historical document are very important for the human history. 
There is a huge collection of punjabi historical documents that 
have invaluable knowledge about the history, culture and religion 
of punjab. These document have deteriorated due to age and lack 
of preservation facilities. These documents can be preserved 
by using binarization techniques. Binarization techniques can 
distinguish text from background. We perform binarization by 
using many techniques but all these techniques are based on 
basic techniques[niblack, kittlemet, otsu methods]. We analysis 
the result of these method by applying them on different images, 
conclude which method is efficient for which type of image and 
further analyzing  the combination of the methods, that are much 
suitable for each type of image. 
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I. Introduction
Document image binarization is an important area or say active 
area in the field of image processing and pattern reorganization. 
It converts the gray scale image into binary image as extracting 
text and eliminating the background. Binarization plays the 
important role in document processing since its performance 
is quite critically the degree of success in subsequent character 
segmentation and recognition.
In general, the document binarization deals with the two categories: 
(i) global (ii) local. In global approach, a single threshold value 
is selected for the entire image and is processed with value it 
mainly result good in separation of foreground and background 
intensity but in poor contrast, variable intensity of foreground – 
background these method fails to binarize the image [1]. Local 
approach, local area information for calculating the threshold 
value uses for each pixel or sub image. This approach is used in 
the case of historical document; there exits degradation such as 
shadows and non-uniform illumination, ink seeping and strains 
as it deals with them in adaptive manner.
As the mean of adaptive local binarization obtains better results 
for degraded document, but no standard techniques are applied 
it is the combination or some modification to basic method and 
gets the better algorithm.
Documents are degraded as due to adding, humidity, temperature 
poor quality and much more. There is always a different approach 
will get better result for a different type of degraded image.  
Generally, there are three basic steps to process a degraded image:              
(i) preprocessing of a document image, (ii) applying suitable 
binarization technique (iii) post processing. 
Preprocessing is mainly denoising the image by using filter in 
spatial (mean, median, weiner) & Fourier (Butterworth & Gaussian 
low pass filter) domain. Binarization is done many methods the 
basic method for performing binarization is ostu method, which 
is based maximizing the separation between two pre assumed 
classes. As this method is global there is adaptive version of this 
method as entropy based method. As well as there are some local 
method and adaptive method are Niblack’s method and Sauvola 

method which will discuss later. After performing this there is 
binary image that’s containing text, black spots, broken edges. 
Removal, join of these problem and enhancement of the image 
is performed in post processing. 
In a literature survey, we found that there are many techniques 
which are being used by these researcher for the process of 
binarization but the most prominent techniques [2-5] are ostu 
method, NiBlack method,  kitttle met method , adaptive method 
. These have the good result, but as per sezgin and sankur [6] 
proposed different performance criteria for binarization algorithm. 
They used five performance criteria:
S(i) = [ME(i) + EMM(i) + NU(i) + RAE(i) + NMHD(i)]/ 5
ME :-  Misclassification Error
EMM:-  Edge Mismatch
NU:- Region Non-Uniform
RAE:- Realitive Forground Area Error
NMHD:-Shape Distorted Penalty

This was implemented to measure the quality of 40 thresholding 
algorithm and found that there is no single algorithm which is 
successful for each images [8].
 
In this paper we are visually analyzing which type of algorithm 
is best for which image or combination of algorithm.

1 Plain text image

2 Back To Front image 

3 Noise, spot, strain  image

4 Historical Document image

II. Analysis of the Binarization Techniques
This paper analysis various standard binarization techniques for 
Binarization. We analysis these different techniques by applying 
various types of image:

(a) Plain text image (b) Back To Front image
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(c) Noise, spot, 
strains image

(d) Historical Document 
image

Fig. 1: Document problem classification

Binarization techniques which are applied on these images are 
Kittlemet Method [2], Niblack Method [3], Otsu Method [4] and 
Adaptive Method [5]. These techniques are applied with 3x3 
Wiener Filter as a preprocessing of the image. After applying 
each of the algorithms on Fig. 1 images, we conclude the results 
for each image having each algorithm its own pons and cons. 
But some images shows good result after combining two or more 
algorithms. The results are described in Table 1:

Table1: Result for Document images for various method
Docum-
ent
image 
category

Kittle-
met

Ni-
Black

Otsu Adap
tive 

Comb-
ination
of
methods
that
results
better

Plain text 
image

Better Bad Good Better Best 
with 
kittle& 
adaptive

Noise 
image

Good Bad Better Better Best 
with 
kittle & 
Otsu for 
image

Historical 
Document 
image

Good Bad Better Good Best
with
kittle
& Otsu

Back 
to front 
image

Good Good 
edge

Better Good Best
with
kittle
& Otsu

It can be seen from Fig. 2 that kittlemet & otsu shows good result 
for text binarization. But as evident form Fig. 2(d) in case of Otsu 
some of the text edges are broken. Adaptive method (Fig. 2(e)) 
shows good result for logos detail. Ni-Black method (Fig. 2(c)) 
shows bad result, as it capture the noise also with binarization but 
its edges as much joiner than other methods. Best combination 
method (Fig. 2(f)) shows result after joining kittlemet and adaptive 
method is better.

(a) original
(b) Kittlemet

         

(c) Ni-Black

(d) Otsu (e) adaptive
(f) kittle & adaptive

Fig.2 :Result for Plain text image
It can be seen from Fig. 3 that otsu shows best result for text 
binarization. But as evident form Fig.3 (d) in case of Otsu some 
of the text edges are broken. Kittlemet (Fig.3 (b)) shows good 
result with some noise due to low illumination and broken edges.  
Adaptive method (Fig.3 (e)) shows good result for text part but 
add salt noise in image. Ni-Black method (Fig.3 (c)) shows bad 
result, as it capture the noise for various contrast level but its 
edges are most clear than other methods. Best combination method 
(Fig.3 (f)) shows result after joining kittlemet and Otsu method 
is better.

(a) original (b) kittlemet (c) Ni-Black

(d) Otsu (e) adaptive (f) Kittle & Otsu

Fig. 3: Back to Front Image

It can be seen from Fig. 4 that otsu shows best result for text 
binarization. But as evident form Fig.4 (d) in case of Otsu some 
of the text is removed that are in small fonts size. Kittlemet (Fig.4 
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(b)) shows good result with some noise due to low illumination 
and and blurring small font size text.  Adaptive method (Fig.4 (e)) 
shows good result for text part but add noise in image. Ni-Black 
method (Fig.4 (c)) shows bad result, as it captures the noise on 
the edges of the image but its text part is more readable form. 
Best combination method (Fig.4 (f)) shows result after joining 
kittlemet and Otsu method is better.

(a)original (b) kittle (c) niblack

(d) otsu (e)adaptive (f) Kittle & 
otsu

Fig. 4: Noise spot strain image

It can be seen from Fig. 5 that otsu shows best result. But as 
evident form Fig.5 (d) in case of Otsu the text large font size is 
broken. Kittlemet (Fig.4 (b)) shows good result with some noise.  
Adaptive method (Fig.4 (e)) shows good result for text part but add 
noise in image. Ni-Black method (Fig.4 (c)) shows bad result, as 
it captures the noise on the edges of the image but its text part is 
more readable form. Best combination method (Fig.4 (f)) shows 
result after joining kittlemet and Otsu method is best as we get 
best edge detail and best readable form.

            
(a) original (b) kittlemet

 
(c) niblack

(d) Otsu (e) adaptive
(f) kittle 

& 
Otsu

Fig. 5: Historical document image

III. Conclusion
It is evident that no algorithm work’s well for all types of document 
images. kittlemet gives poor results for document images with 
dark spot and at low illumination. Ni-Black captures maximum 
noise along with the text detail.  Otsu one of the oldest binarization 
techniques gives best overall results for document images 

corrupted with different types of noises but has the problem of 
broken edges which can be improved by image enchantment 
methods. In certain cases the combination of algorithms gives 
better result, as combining Otsu with Kittlemet significantly 
improve the binarization results. Further, the performance of 
hybrid techniques can be included in the analysis.  
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